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Abstract— Parsing is an essential step in most of Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) systems. It is mainly concerned 
with determining the grammatical position of each word in a 
sentence, and how words can be put together to form a correct 
sentence according to a certain grammar. In this paper, we 
present the architecture of a bottom–up semantic parser for 
traditional Arabic language. This parser is based on a 
Unification Based Grammar (UBG) representation of 
traditional Arabic grammar, and is implemented using 
Extensible Markup Language (XML). Moreover, we provide a 
set of traditional Arabic grammar rules that can be used in 
future results. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Parsing is a technique used to discover the grammatical 

role of each word in a given sentence, which is considered a 
necessity for many NLP applications such as translation, 
information retrieval and question answering.  It relies on two 
things: a grammar, which specifies the acceptable structures 
that can produce a correct sentence; and a parsing technique, 
which is the method of analyzing a sentence to determine its 
structure according to the given grammar.  

Parsing can be performed using a top-down or a bottom-up 
approach. In the former, the parser starts with first symbol in 
the grammar and then tries to rewrite it into a sequence of 
terminal symbols that matches the categories of the words in 
the input sentence; while in the later, the parser starts with a 
list of the word’s categories in a given sentence, and tries to 
match it with a given grammar [1]. Top-down parsing is more 
predictable and therefore, it is more suitable for languages 
with strict word order like English. On the other hand, 
bottom-up parsing is much more like a searching process 
which makes it more suitable for inflectional languages that 
have a relaxed word order, and in which the grammatical 

position of a word in a given sentence relies mostly on its 
morphological (lexical) features and its syntactic and 
semantic relations with other surrounding words [2]. 

Arabic is one of the highly inflectional languages. The 
Arabic sentence may have many word orders.  It also relies 
on diacritics (short vowels) for determining the grammatical 
position of a word, making their absences, which is the case 
in most of the Arabic documents nowadays, a challenge for 
efficient parsing. Moreover, the presence of some 
grammatical categories in Arabic which do not exist in other 
foreign languages such as “ �������	��� 
� ”, and the elliptic 
personal pronoun "����� ������”, which can play the role of a 
subject or an object, makes things even more difficult [3][4].  

In this paper, we will present a semantic parser for 
traditional Arabic that overcomes the previously mentioned 
challenges. It is an XML-based, and its grammar is fully 
augmented with lexical, syntactic and semantic features. The 
paper is organized as follows: some related previous work is 
discussed in Section 2; in Section 3, we present the formalism 
of traditional Arabic grammar into an EBNF and the 
architecture of the proposed parser. In Section 4, we 
demonstrate some of the parser's limitations; and then finally 
Section 5 concludes our work.   �

PREVIOUS WORK 
Arabic syntactic analysis has been the main concern of 

many studies, yet it still needs more concern in order to build 
an efficient parser that can absorb this rich language. Farouk 
[5] has developed a simple top-down parsing algorithm 
implemented in Prolog to parse Arabic sentences based on 
the formal description of Arabic in DCG (Definite Clause 
Grammar). On the other hand, Ouersighni built a successful 
parser called AraParse [6] based on the AGFL (Affix 
Grammar over Finite Lattices) formalism. Othman et. al. [7] 
used a standard bottom-up chart parsing technique to parse 
Arabic sentences based on UBG formalism, and they 
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succeeded in resolving common types of ambiguities [3]. 
Salem et. al. [8] developed the UniArab system, which can 
analyze Arabic sentences, and extract their logical structure. 
Their system is based on the Role and Reference Grammar 
(RRG), and is mainly used in machine translation. On the 
other hand, Haddar et. al. [9] built a parser that is capable of 
realizing relative sentences in Arabic sentences. Their parser 
is constructed using the Head-driven Phrase Structures 
Grammar (HPSG) formalism. Moreover, Fraj et. al. [10] 
designed ArabTAG, which is a grammatical model for 
presenting modern Arabic syntactic structures constructed 
using XML language, and based on the Tree Adjoining 
Grammar (TAG) formalism. Their model can serve as a 
parser for Arabic. 

  

XML-BASED SEMANTIC PARSER 
Unlike other previous studies that are concerned with 

modern standard Arabic, our work is oriented towards 
traditional Arabic (Al-Fus'ha) (������), which includes many 
grammatical structures that do not exist in modern standard 
Arabic. We think that traditional Arabic is of particular 
importance since it is the language of The Holy Quran1, The 
Holy Hadith2 and most of the Islamic and Arabic heritage. In 
this regard, we’ve made a huge effort in reviewing many 
traditional Arabic grammar books, gathering the rules that we 
could represent as a Context Free Grammar (CFG), and 
rewrite them using the EBNF formalism [11]. This comes as 
an extension to our work in [12], and provides us with the 
advantage of having a reference of many traditional Arabic 
grammar rules that are ready to be digitally processed and 
used by other researchers. These rules are listed in the 
Appendix in Arabic, since some of their terms have no 
English equivalent. 

Moreover, we've associated our CFG with feature structures 
to convert it into a Unification Based Grammar (UBG) 
formalism [1] in order to reduce parsing ambiguity. 
Furthermore, we've represented our unification grammar 
using XML, and used these XML documents to implement 
our bottom-up semantic parser. 

 A. The Feature Structures 

������������������������������������������������������������
1 The holy book of Islam�
2 The sayings and doings of the Prophet Muhammad Peace be 
upon him.�

The feature structures we’ve used includes lexical, syntactic 
and semantic features for each one of the three word’s 
categories in Arabic, which are verbs, nouns and particles. 
These features are supplied by a morphological analyser, and 
are summarized in Table I. 
�

TABLE I 
FEATURE STRUCTURE FOR VERBS, NOUNS AND PARTICLES 

       Word Type
Feature Type

Verb Noun Particle 

Lexical � root (�����) 
� stem 

( ����_���� ) 
� connected 

subject (������) 
� connected 

object 
( 
������_�! ) 

� prefix (#%!����) 
� prefix 

category 
( &�*_#%!���� ) 

� root (�����) 
� stem 

( ����_���� ) 
� attached suffix 

(#%+<��) 
� attached suffix 

gender 
( =>?_#%+<�� ) 

� attached suffix 
number 
( �J�_#%+<�� ) 

� attached 
prefix (#%!����) 

� attached 
prefix 
category 
( &�*_#%!���� ) 

� adjectivability 
(#�Q) 

� stem 
( ����_���� ) 

� attached 
suffix 
(#%+<��) 

� attached 
suffix 
gender 
( =>?_#%+<�� )

� attached 
suffix 
number 
( �J�_#%+<�� ) 

Syntactic � tense (Y�Z��) 
� voice (\�>^��) 
� transitivity 

(`J���) 
� subject gender 

( =>?_������ ) 
� subject 

number 
( �J�_������ ) 

� object gender 
( =>?_
������_�! ) 

� object number 
( �J�_
������_�! ) 

� irab case 
( #�����_#�!���{� ) 

� category 
(|�>���) 

� gender (=>���) 
� number (�J���) 
� irab case 

( #�����_#�!���{� ) 
� category 

(|�>���) 
� is it definite 

(#}���) 
� is it perfect 

(���) 

� gender 
(=>���) 

� number 
(�J���) 

� category 
(|�>���) 

Semantic � subject 
rationality 
( ������_�~�� ) 

� object 
rationality(


������_�!_�~�� ) 

� rationality 
(�~��) 

 

�

B. Why XML? 



We’ve chosen to represent our unification grammar using 
XML for the following reasons: 

1) XML documents are platform-independent, and they 
can be processed using programs written in different 
languages or even using different technologies. This 
gives the advantage of making the grammar available 
for other uses. 

2) The structure of XML documents is user defined, and 
this is ideal for our case because we need to add rules 
augmented with different lexical, syntactic and 
semantic constraints.   

3) XML documents can be altered at any time. This is 
very helpful since we can add more rules later.  

4) Manipulating XML documents is very easy and can be 
done using user-friendly editors, allowing non expert 
users to deal with them. 

5) X
ML fully supports Arabic [8], and this is convenient for 
us because our grammar was written in Arabic. 

C. The Structure of the XML Document? 
The Arabic sentence can be either a nominal sentence (noun 

phrase) or a verbal sentence (verb phrase). Therefore, we’ve 
chosen to distinguish two parts in our document, which are 
VPhrase ( #�����_#������ ) containing verb phrases, and NPhrase 
( #�����_#����� ) containing noun phrases. This separation 
between noun and verb phrases aids in reducing the time 
required to parse the document searching for the structure of 
a certain sentence. Both of the VPhrase and NPhrase contain 
a set of rules representing the rules in the EBNF grammar. 
On the other hand, each rule (�J��~) contains a set of words 
�����( ) that represent the words in a sentence and a set of 

constrains (�!���), if available, on those words governing 
their lexical features and the syntactic and semantic relations 
between them. Figures 1 and 2 show the Document Type 
Definition (DTD), and a snapshot of the XML document.  

D. The Bottom-up Parser 
As we previously argued, top-down parsing starts with the 

first symbol in the grammar and then attempts to rewrite the 
rules until it reaches a sequence of terminal symbols that 
matches the categories of the words in the input sentence. 
The thing that makes it unsuitable for a highly inflectional 

language such as Arabic is that it has a large number of 
grammar rules with a relaxed word order. In fact, we think 
that applying such parsing technique to Arabic could result in 
a high increase in time complexity. On the other hand, 
bottom-up parsing starts with a list of symbols representing 
the categories of the sentence's words, and attempts to match 
it with a given grammar eliminating the need to rewrite the 
whole grammar rules, and greatly reducing time complexity.  

 

Figure 1  XML Document DTD 

Therefore, we've chosen to implement our approach using a 
bottom-up parser that takes as input a sentence tree 
containing the sentence with all of its words' possible 

<!ELEMENT J���~_��>��  ( #�����_#������ , #�����_#����� )> 
<!ELEMENT #�����_#������  (�J��~+)> 
<!ELEMENT #�����_#�����  (�J��~+)> 
<!ELEMENT �J��~ (#���+, �!��*)> 
<!ELEMENT #��� (&�>��, Y�Z��?, \�>^��?, `J���?, #}���?, ���?, |�>���?, 

#�����_#�!���{� ?, #�Q?, #%!����?, &�*_#%!���� ?, ������?, 
������_�! ?, =>?_������ ?, 
�J�_������ ?, =>?_������
_�! ?, �J�_
������_�! ?, ������_�~�� ?, 
������_�!_�~�� ?, 

�����?, #%+<��?, �J�_#%+<�� ?, =>?_#%+<�� ?, =>���?, �J���?, �~����)> 
<!ELEMENT �!�� ( �~����_�!���{� +, #��%��*, #~<���)> 
<!ELEMENT �~����_�!���{�  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ATTLIST �~����_�!���{�  #�Q���� 
( ����� |������| 
������_�! |#%!����| &�*_#%!���� |Y�Z��|\�>^��|`J���| =>?_������ | �J�_������ |

=>?_
������_�! | �J�_
������_�! | #�����_#�!���{� ||�>��� 
| ������_�~�� | 
������_�!_�~�� |#%+<��| �J�_#%+<�� | =>?_#%+<�� |=>���|�J���|#�Q|#}���|
���|�~��|�����| �����_���� | ����_���� ) "������"> 
<!ELEMENT &�>�� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT #�Q (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT #%!���� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT &�*_#%!����  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT Y�Z�� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT \�>^�� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT `J��� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT #}��� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT ��� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT =>��� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT �J��� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT ������ (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT 
������_�!  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT =>?_������  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT �J�_������  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT ������_�~��  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT =>?_
������_�!  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT �J�_
������_�!  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT 
������_�!_�~��  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT ����� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT #%+<�� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT =>?_#%+<��  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT �J�_#%+<��  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT &�*_����  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT &�*_�����  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT &�*_�����  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT #�����_#�!���{�  (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT �~���� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT #~<��� (#PCDATA) > 
<!ELEMENT #��%�� (#PCDATA) > 



morphological combinations. Then it parses every possible 
path in the sentence tree against the Grammar in the XML 
document. This will result in rejecting most of the paths and 
greatly minimizing the degree of parsing ambiguity. Finally, 
the resulting parse tree with the most accurate results will be 
passed to the user, see Figure 3 for the parser’s pseudo code. 
Note that the rules in the XML document were written 
without the use of recursion. This was very helpful in 
speeding-up the parsing process, since the parser does not 
have to go recursively very deep in the DOM tree while 
searching for a valid rule. Moreover, the XML document has 
two major elements (branches); the first one contains the 
rules of verbal sentences and the second contains the rules of 
nominal sentences. This, in fact, reflects the actual structure 
of an Arabic sentence, which is classified either verbal or 
nominal depending on the type of its first word, and which in 
turn further reduces the search time since the parser only 
need to consider searching in a single branch of the DOM 
tree. Furthermore, although the sentence tree contains all the 
possible morphological combinations, the parser will 
immediately abandon further search for a match to any tree 
branch if it does not find a rule that matches a given node in 
it to further reduce search time complexity. Therefore, due to 
the previously mentioned three features, we consider our 
parsing method efficient since it attempts to extract all the 
possibly correct grammatical structures while trying to 
maintain a proper time complexity. 

E. An Example Parsing an Arabic Sentence 

As an example, consider parsing the following unvowelized 
Arabic sentence:  

�J�>��� ��� J�+ �� 

Which can have one of the four following meanings: 
“Hamad wrote on the table”, “Hamad’s books are on the 
table”, "Books of gratitude are on the table" or "A gratitude 
has been written on the table". The word “��” can hold one 
of the three meanings: a noun “book” an active voice verb 
“wrote” and a passive voice verb “written”. Moreover, the 
word “J�+” can also hold one of the following four meanings: 
a perfect noun “Hamad”, a noun "gratitude", an active voice 
verb “thanks” and a passive voice verb “thanked”.  

The parser should try all the 12 combinations in search for 
the correct result. Therefore, we should have a sentence tree 
similar to the one in Figure 4. 

The parser will instantly reject four paths of the sentence 
tree, which starts by the verb (��) followed by another verb 
(J�+) in both active and passive voices since they are 
grammatically incorrect. Moreover, it will reject the path 
containing the active verb (��) followed by the noun 
gratitude (J�+) since the verb's subject should be rational. 
Furthermore, the path containing the noun books (��) 
followed by the active verb thanks and the passive verb 
thanked (J�+) are rejected since the two verbs implies a 
rational preceding subject. Finally, the last rejected path is the 
path containing the passive verb written (��) and the perfect 
noun (J�+) since the object of the verb should be irrational. 
The final result is shown in Figure 5, which contains the four 
correct sentence structures mentioned above.  

 

 
 

 

<�J��~> 
            <!--  ��} -���} --> 
            <#���> 
                < &�>��<��}>/&�>�� > 
                < \�>^��<������� �>^�>/\�>^�� > 
                < ������< ->/������ > 
                < �~����<��}>/�~���� > 
            </#���> 
            <#���> 
                < &�>��<���>/&�>�� > 
                < �~����<���}>/�~���� > 
            </#���> 
            <�!��> 
                < �~����_#�Q���� �!���{�"==>?_������"<��}>/�~����_�!���{� > 
                < �~����_#�Q���� �!���{�"==>���"<���}>/�~����_�!���{� > 
                < #~<���<`����>/#~<��� > 
            </�!��> 
            <�!��> 
                < �~����_#�Q���� �!���{�"=������_�~��"<��}>/�~����_�!���{� > 
                < �~����_#�Q���� �!���{�"=�~��"<���}>/�~����_�!���{� > 
                < #~<���<`����>/#~<��� > 
            </�!��> 
            <�!��> 
                < �~����_#�Q���� �!���{�"=#�����_#�!���{�"<���}>/�~����_�!���{� > 
                < #��%��<->/#��%�� > 
                < #��%��<&�}��>/#��%�� > 
                < #~<���<`����>/#~<��� > 
            </�!��> 
            <�!��> 
                < �~����_{�#�Q���� �!���"=|�>���"<���}>/�~����_�!���{� > 
                < #��%��<��>�� �����>/#��%�� > 
                < #~<���<`���� �>/#~<��� > 
            </�!��> 
       </�J��~>

Figure 2 A snapshot of the XML document showing the rule (verb subject)



 

Figure 3  Pseudo code for the bottom-up parser 

�

 
Figure 4  The sentence tree of the sentence “�J�>��� ��� J�+ ��” 

   
Figure 5  The parse tree of the sentence “�J�>��� ��� J�+ ��” 

 

PARSER LIMITATIONS 
For some sentences, the parser gives more than one 

possible grammatical structure which are all grammatically 
correct but semantically incorrect. For example, the following 
sentence: 

��� J�+� ��� �����  

which means Ahmad went to the market; the word (���) 
could have two meanings; a verb "went" and a noun "gold". 
The parser will take both words into consideration and will 
give two possible correct grammatical structures: 

� Ahmad went to the market. 

� Ahmad's gold to the market.  

The first solution is syntactically and semantically correct, 
while the second one is syntactically but not semantically 
correct. These limitations are mostly due to the absence of 
vowels and require the application of semantic and discourse 
analysis after the parsing step to choose the most 
semantically correct solution among the solutions provided 
by the parser.    

 

Bottom�up�parser: 

1- Read the sentence.     
  

2- Build the sentence tree: 
a. Create the root node, and let it be the parent node. 
b. While it is not the end of the sentence: 

i. Identify a word. 
ii. Search for the word in the 

Morphological Analyzer, and create a new object 
from the class Verb, Noun or Particle for each 
matching word depending on the word's type storing 
the lexical, syntactic and semantic features of that 
word in the object created. 

iii. Append the object(s) created as 
children of the parent node. 

iv. Set each one of the child node as a 
parent, and continue to step (i).  

3-  Build the parse tree: 
a. Read the Grammar XML document, and convert it 

into a DOM (Document Object Model) tree. 
b. For each path in the sentence tree: 

i. Store the path in a sequence. 
ii. Determine sentence type (verbal or nominal). 

iii. Parse the branch VPhrase or Nphrase in the DOM tree 
depending on the sentence type. 

iv. For each rule in the branch quit parsing if a node does 
not match, and move to the next rule. 

c. If the sequence matches a given rule, store it in the 
parse tree. 



CONCLUSION 
Due to our believe in the substantial importance of 

traditional Arabic, which is used to write most of the Islamic 
heritage, we’ve made our best to gather traditional Arabic 
grammar rules and present them into EBNF grammar 
formalism to serve as a base for other Arabic NLP researches. 
Moreover, we’ve presented the architecture of an XML-
based semantic parser that is based on a UBG formalism. Our 
parser is able to reduce the parsing ambiguity by using the 
lexical, syntactic and semantic feature structures of the 
unification grammar. Furthermore, it is based on a bottom-up 
parsing technique that is best suitable for inflectional 
languages such as Arabic, and is implemented using XML 
for many reasons mentioned in the paper. We are looking 
ahead for adding semantic and discourse analyzers to our 
parser to further reduce ambiguity and increase parsing 
accuracy.  
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APPENDIX 
 

#�!���� #����� �����¢ 
 

#��?- �J��� =#��?-#���� | #��?-#���};  
 

#��?- #����= #��?-#���� } ,��+-|	� , #��?-#����{;|  #��?-#����} , ��+-
|	� , #��?-#���}{;  |]��+-��¥��� [,]��-�¥¢��¦�� [ ,�J^�-#}���} , #�Q-��#}� { §

}��+-|	� , �J^�-#}���} , #�Q-#}���, {{ �^¦} ,#�Q} , {��+-|	� , 
    ����_�����	�^¦ } ,#�Q , {{]��?-������[; | ��+-��* , �J^�-��¨*} , #�Q , {

��?-������ *) �^¦(* ;  | ��+-��¥��� , �J^�-��¨*} , #�Q , {��?-������ *) 
�^¦(*;  | ] ��+-��¥��� [ ,]��+-��* [ ,]��-�¥¢��¦�� [  ,��?-������ *) �^¦(*  ,
�J^�-#}���,  } #�Q {; | ] ��+-��¥��� [ ,]��+-��* [ ,]��-�¥¢��¦�� [  ,�^ª-#��? 
 *)�^¦ (* ,�J^�-��¨*} , #�Q {; | ]��+-�¦J�-���-����� [ ,«��* ��} , �J^�-

#}��� , �^¦ ; |]��+-�¦J�-���-����� [ ,
��}�-Y¬�� , ���} , 
����-�!1 , 
����-
�!2 , ]��?-������ [; |]��+-�¦J�-���-����� [ ,
��}�- #!��%��� , �J^�,"] �� [" ,

��}-&���� *) �^¦ (* ,]��?-������ [; | ]��+-�¦J�-���-�����-������[ 

��}�-&���� ,  �J^�, ��}-&���� *) �^¦ (* ,]��?-������ [; | 

]��+-�¦J�-���-�����-������[ 
��}�-\�?��� ,  �J^� ,"�� ", ��}-&���� *) 
�^¦ (* ,]��?-������ [;  
 

#��?- #���}  =#��?-#���}} , ��+-|	� , #��?-#���} {; |#��?-#���}} , ��+-|	� , 
#��?-#����{ ; |��}-���§ ]
����-�! [, ] 
����-�! [ ,]
J!  [} ,#�Q , {]
�+ [ ,]�^ª-
#��? [ ,]
����-��	� [; |]��+-�¦J�-���-&������ ����� [ ,��}-&���� , ���} ,
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J! [} ,#�Q , {]
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]
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����-��	� [ ,]��?-������ [ ,]
����-��?�  [;  |]��+-�¦J�-���- �����

������ [ ,°̄�� ��} , �®�*-���} , ]
J! [} ,#�Q , {]����� � ��? [ ,]
����-
��	� [ ,]
����-��?� [; |]��+-�¦J�-���-����� [ ,��}-&����  , 
����-�! , 

]
J! [} ,#�Q , {���} , ]
J!  [} ,#�Q , {]
����-��	� [ ,]
����-��?�[;   | 
]��+-�¦J�-���-������ ����� [ ,°̄�� ��}  , 
����-�!,  ] 
J! [, } #�Q ,  {���} § 
]
J! [} ,#�Q , {]
����-��	� [ ,]
����-��?� [;  |]��+-�¦J�-���-����� [ ,
��}�-

±�¦�1 , ���} , 
����-�!1 , ����2; | ���-²��� , ��}-²���   ,"]� [" ,³��?-
 ²���;| ��+-²��� , ��}-²��� , "]� [" ,³��?- ²���; | ] ��+-��* [ ,#��?-

#���} *)  �! 
������ �� �¥�} ������]�>´��-�>� (*[ ,)��+-\�>´�� | 
��}�-\�>´��� ( ,
�>´��; |]��+-�¦J�-���-����� [ ,��}-µ<´�-������ , ���} , 
����- �! , 
����-

�!1  , 
����-�!2 ;| ��+-\�J* , ±��>� , ]#��?-#���� [ ,]#��?-#���} [;| ��+-��~ , 
��%���-�! , ³��?-����% ;   

 
�J^�- ��¨*=  ���-��¶-#}���; 
 

�J^�- #}���= |���¢ , ���-��¶-#}��� | ���-��� | ���-�>^� | �J��-
�·� | �J^�-
��¨* , ����-����;   
 

#�Q- #}���=  |���¢ , #�Q ;   
 

  �^¦= �J��-
�·� | ���-³��� | ���� | ���-���ª� | ���-#��? § 
�Q��-#���� | 
���-#��? § 
�Q��-#���} | ��J���-#^����� | ��¸  ,����-���� | 


�����������	_�����	��������? | #��?-#���� | #��?-#���};  
 

  
J!= ���-���;  
 



 ���}=  ��� | ���-��¶-#}��� , ����-����;  
 


����- �!=  ��� | ���-��¶-#}��� , ����-����;  
 

�®�*-  ���}=  ��� | ���-��¶-#}��� , ����-����;  
 


����-  ��	�=����� Y� �J��  : § ¹���� § ¹�!�� .... |
����-��	� , #�Q | 
���� -
��	� , ����-����;  

 
#�Q = ���-��¶-#}���;  
 


����-  ��?�= ���-��¶-��� , ]��?-������  [  |���-³���-�>´� , ]��?-������  [ |
���-³���-��? , ]��?-������ [;  
 


����-�!1 =   �J^�-#}��� ;  
 


����-�!2=   �^¦ ;  
 

  
�+=" ¹�>¦�� " |"¹����! " |  ..... | 
���� ��� ,#��?- #���� | #��?-#���} 
�����_���������;  

�>´����-  �>�= |���¢ , )���-��¶- ��� | ���-³���-�>´� | ���-³���-��?(;  
 

  �>´����=  ��� ;  
 

  ���=  ]|���¢ [ ,���-³��� | ���-�>^� | �J��-
�·� ;  
 
���-³���-  �>´�=  ���-��¶-��� , "��  " |���-��¶-��� , "Y� ";  
 

 ���-  ³���= ���-��� | ���-��¶-��� | ���-³���-�>´� | ���-³���-��? ;  
 
���-³���-  ��?= ���-��¶-��� , "��  " |���-��¶-��� , "Y� " |���-��¶-��� , "�� "

 |?��� ���¨¢ ��-��¶-��� ;  
 
���-��¶-  #}���=" ����� " |"#>�J� " |"��} "……….; 
 
���-��¶-  ���=" ����� " |"#>�J� " |"��} "……….;  
 
���-  ���="  #���� " |"�¥� " |"J��»¢"  ........ ; 
 
���- �>^�  =���� | ���-���ª� | ���-#��? § 
�Q��-#���� | ���-#��? § 
�Q��-

#���} | ���-²�ª | ���-��¥��� | ��J���-#^����� | ���-²�ª-��¶-�¼�? ;  
 

�J��- 
�·�=" �� " ,��}-&���� | "�� " ,��}-���� | "½��" ,�J^� § �^¦ ;  
 

 #��? #^ª= ��?-������ | ��¸ , ����-����;  
 
��?- ������=  ��+-�? , ���-����� ;  
 
���-�����=  ��� ;  
 
���- ���ª�=" ��� " |"¾�� " |"\�·� " |"¿�� " |"À�� " |"À�¢ " |"ÀÁ��� " |"�>� " |

"�>¥� "  |"¿�>� " |"À��>� " |"���� " |"��¢�� " |"Y��� " |"Y�¢�� ";   
 
���- 
�Q�� ="`��� " |"���" |"Y����" |"�¢<�� " |"<���® " |"Y� " |"�� " |"������ "

 |"����� " |"Y����� " |"Y���� ";  
 
���- ²�ª=" Y� " |"�� " |"��¥� " |"�� " |"���� " |"Y�� " |"��>�� " |"�*� " |"��´�+ "

 |"����� " |"`� ";   
 

���-  ��¥���=" Y� " |"�� " |"�� " |"Y�� " |"�� " |"|�� " |"`� " |"���� " |"�*� "; 
 

��J���- #^�����=")  �� J+� " |"�� #Â<Â " |"�� #�!�� " |"�� #��¦ " |" #�
�� " |"�� #�^� " |"�� #�*��Â " |"�� #��¢"|" ��� ±J+� " |"��� µ<Â "  |

"��� �!�� " |"��� =�¦ " |"��� Ã� " |"��� �^� " |"��� �*��Â " |" ��¢
���(" ,Z���¢; 

 
 Z�����=��� -��¨*-³��>�;  

 
  ��¸= ��¸-��¨� | ��¸-���¼ ;  

 
��¸-  ��¨�=" ��} " |"Ã�¢ " |"
�+ " |"���� " |"\�¼� "………….; 
��¸- ���¼="  ��¥ª"¹ | "¹ �+�^Q " |"#¬�� " |"¹ <��" |"¹ ���Q " |" ¹����"….; 

 
����- ���� =|���¢,  )���-��¶-��� | ���-³���-�>´� | ���-³���-��? (  |���-

���;  
 

 ±��>���=���  -  ��� |���-��¶- ��� ,����-���  �;  
 

��?-���¨¢-���-��¶-  ���=" J?��� " |"�*���  "……………….;  
 
���-²�ª-��¶-  �¼�?=" ��� " |"�� " |"�� " |"����  " |"��� " |"���� "; 
 

 ������= ����-�}�-���>� | ����-��*-���>� | ����-�}�-��� | ����-
��*-��� | ����-�?-��� | ����- ���;  

 
����-�}�- ���>�=" �*� " |"Y�* " |"ÄÃ*� " |"ÅÃ*� " |"��*� " |"�*� " |"Y*� " |"�� "

|"�� " |"��� "|"�� " |"Y� "; 
 

����-��*- ���>�=" ���` " |"�*��� " |"¿��� " |"������ " |"����� " |"Y���� " |"¾��� " |
"����� " |"������ " |"����� " |"Y���� "; 

 
����-�}�- ���=" �*) "������ \�¢ (* |"�**) "Y������� �* (* |"�*) "Y�>Â�� |�� (*

|"�*) "#������ ���(*|"`*) "#^Æ����� \�� (* |"�*) "���>�� ��* (*;  
 

����-��*- ���="  `*) "��¨��� \�� (* |"�**) "Y���¨��� �* (* |"¿*) " ���
�Æ����� (* |"¾*) "�®�»�� \�� (*;  

 
����-�?- ���=" `*) "��¨��� \�� (* |"�**) "Y���¨��� �* (* |"¿*) " ���

�Æ����� (* |"¾*) "�®�»�� \��(*;  
 

��%���- �!= ��� *)�>���� Ç� \���� Y� ��� `� �� #�<��� È�� (* | ���*) Y� #�Q
����¢ Ç� ���Q (* ,����-����*) � �� #�<��� È���>���� Ç� \���� Y� ��� `(*;  

 
?³��- ��%��" =
 " ,��}-&���� , "½� " ,���}} , #�Q , {]
�+ [ §]
����-�![|  
"J%� " ,��}-°�� , ���} § }#�Q , {]
�+ [ ,]
����-�! [|" ½�� " ,�J^� , "
 " ,�^¦ | 
"� " ,#��?-#���} *) &���� �¥��} (*|" �� " ,#��?-#���} *) °�� �¥��} (|" �� " ,#��? -

#����    ;   
 
��}-  °��=" ��� " |"\�? " |"��+ "……………….; 
 
��}-  ���"  =���� " |"�~ " |"�� "…………….;  
 
��}-  &����" ) =` " |"� " |"� " |"� + ( "��}-°�� ; 
 


��}�-±�¦�1 = 
��}�-Y�%��� | 
��}�-������ ;  
 


��}�-  \�>´���=" �J��� " |"<¦�� " |"�ª�+ "; 
 




��}�-  Y¬��="  Y¸ " |"
�¦ " |"��+ " |"��¼ " |"��? " |"�� "; 
 


��}�-  Y�%���=" ±�� " |"��� " |"J?� " |"���� " |"���¢) "*���� �>��! *  (; 
 


��}�-  ������=" ��Q " |"
�+ " |"��? " |"�� " |"�¢�� ";  
 
��}-   Y�������=" ��� " |"=^�� " |"�	�� " |"É>� " |"
Ê�" |"�>� "; 
 


��}�-µ<´�-  ������=" ���� " |"±�� " |"Ê½̂* " |"Ê^*� " |"�½̂¦" | "�^¦� " |"µ½J+ "; 
 


��}�- #���*" =��� " |"��Q " |"=�� " |"É^Q� " |"���� " |"�¸ " |"
�¼ �� " |" ��
��� " |"��!" | "���� ";  
 
��}-  ²���= #��?-#���} ;  
 

³��?-  ²���= #��?-#���� | ��}-J��? , #��?-#���� | ��}-��� ,���} , ] 
����-�![ |  
"�*) "#���>�� (* ,#��?-#���} | ���-��¥��� , #��?-#���}  | ��+-��¥��� , #��?-#���} | 
)��+-��*  | "Y� " |"J~ " |"Ë " |"��� (  " ,#��?-#���} ;  

 
��}-  J��?=" ��* " |"=Á! " |"��^+ "; 
 


��}�- &����=" �¦� " |"Ê*�" | "�J! " |"��? " |"&�ª " |"��Æ  " |"��~ " |"Ì�� " |
"��� " |"±�^*�  "; 

 

��}�- \�?���=" ���" |"±�+ " |"����¦�  "; 

 

��}�- #!��%���=" Àª�� " |"��� " |"�³� "; 

 
��+-�¦J�-���- �����= ��+-�¦J�-���-&������ ����� | 
��+-�¦J�-���-�����-������ ;  

 
��+-�¦J�-���- &������ �����= ��+-��* | ��+-�Z? | ��+-��* |"J~ " |

"Ë " |"��� "  |��+-��¥��� ; 
 

��+-�¦J�-���- ������ �����=" J~ " |��+-|	� | ��+-��¥��� ; 
 

��+- ²���=" �� ";  
 

��+-  �?="   Y� " |"��� " |"Y� " |"��� " |"�} " |"³ " |"¿ " |"
 " |"�*) " ���
��%�� (* |"�*) "��%�� \�¢ (* |"³� " |"�� " |"�>� " |"�*) "³� ���  (*;  

 
��-� �¥¢��¦�=" �� " |"�� " |"Y¨� " |"�Ê� " |"��� " |"Ã�� " |"� ";  

 
��+-  \�J*=" ` " |"��� " |"��� " |"`� " |"� ";  

 
��+-  \�>´��=" ½�� ";  

 
��+-|	� =" � "|"� " |"�Â " |"�� " |"�� " |"Y¨� " |"� " |"�!"|"�+ ";  

 
��+-  ��¥���=" � " |"�� ";  

 
��+-  ��*=" �� " |"Y� " |"�� "| "��� " |"
*) "������ �� (* |"�*) " \�}
^^���#� (* |"�+ "; 
 

��+-  ��~=" ³ " |"� " |"� ";   
 

��+-  �Z?="  �� " |"��� " |"
*) "���� �� (* |"�*) "#���>�� (*; 
 

��+-  ��*=" �� " |"� "; 

 
  |�����=" 
� ";  


